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FROM i3.0 TO i4.0 
…From industry 3.0…

Starting in the late 1950s, a third industrial revolution slowly began to emerge, as

industries began incorporating more electronic—and eventually computer—technology

into their factories. During this period, industries began experiencing a shift that put less

emphasis on analog and mechanical technology and more on digital technology and

automation software.

…To industry 4.0…

In the past few decades, a fourth industrial revolution has emerged, known as Industry

4.0. Industry 4.0 takes the emphasis on digital technology from recent decades to a

whole new level with the help of interconnectivity through the Internet of Things (IoT),

access to real-time data, and the introduction of cyber-physical systems. Industry 4.0

offers a more comprehensive, interlinked, and holistic approach to manufacturing.

It connects physical with digital, and allows for better collaboration and access across

departments, partners, vendors, products, and people. Industry 4.0 empowers business

owners to better control and understand every aspect of their operation, and allows them

to leverage instant data to boost productivity, improve processes, and drive growth.
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…With BIG DATA as the corner stone…

Industry 4.0 – first defined by Klaus Schwab at the world economic forum – is a concept

that encompasses multiple technologies: big data, virtual and augmented realities,

additive manufacturing, cloud computing, internet of things, automaton and robots,

artificial intelligence an cybersecurity. The common denominator of all these is also one

of them: Big Data. Big Data is the key that enables all other technologies and leverages

on machine intelligence to disrupt every step of the industry value chain.

FROM i3.0 TO i4.0 
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There are hundreds of concepts and terms that relate to IIoT and
Industry 4.0, but here are 12 foundational words and phrases to know
before you decide whether you want to invest in Industry 4.0
solutions for your business:

• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP): Business process
management tools that can be used to manage information
across an organization.

• IoT: IoT stands for Internet of Things, a concept that refers to
connections between physical objects like sensors or machines
and the Internet.

• IIoT: IIoT stands for the Industrial Internet of Things, a concept
that refers to the connections between people, data and machines
as they relate to manufacturing.

• Big data: Big data refers to large sets of structured or unstructured
data that can be compiled, stored, organized and analyzed to
reveal patterns, trends, associations and opportunities.

• Artificial intelligence (AI): Artificial intelligence is a concept that
refers to a computer’s ability to perform tasks and make decisions
that would historically require some level of human intelligence.

• M2M: This stands for machine-to-machine, and refers to the
communication that happens between two separate machines
through wireless or wired networks.

• Digitization: Digitization refers to the process of collecting and
converting different types of information into a digital format.

• Smart factory: A smart factory is one that invests in and leverages
Industry 4.0 technology, solutions and approaches.

• Machine learning: Machine learning refers to the ability that
computers have to learn and improve on their own through
artificial intelligence—without being explicitly told or programmed
to do so.

• Cloud computing: Cloud computing refers to the practice of using
interconnected remote servers hosted on the Internet to store,
manage and process information.

• Real-time data processing: Real-time data processing refers to the
abilities of computer systems and machines to continuously and
automatically process data and provide real-time or near-time
outputs and insights.

• Ecosystem: An ecosystem, in terms of manufacturing, refers to the
potential connectedness of your entire operation—inventory and
planning, financials, customer relationships, supply chain
management and manufacturing execution.

• Cyber-physical systems (CPS): Cyber-physical systems, also
sometimes known as cyber manufacturing, refers to an Industry
4.0-enabled manufacturing environment that offers real-time data
collection, analysis and transparency across every aspect of a
manufacturing operation.

GLOSSARY
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CHEMICAL 4.0 
BIG DATA MANAGEMENT
“Chemicals companies are wrestling with the fact that their 
data are stored in different systems: Financial, sales, and 
marketing data are stored in one system; operations, 
production, and manufacturing in a different system; and 
R&D and engineering in another”

https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/industry-4-0/chemicals-industry-value-chain.html/

CHAPTER 1: 
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BIG DATA IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE 

BUSINESS IMPERATIVES: company leaders can use the data to determine actions they 
may want to take based on their current strategic position and where they want to go.

DIGITAL INTERFACE: insights are conveyed in a meaningful and useful way to the user at 
the point of use (for example, on the factory floor or during a face-to-face interaction with 
the customer) so that users can either determine next steps or understand the impetus 
behind actions that have automatically been taken by intelligent systems and machinery. 

Sources: Deloitte Services.LP; 

BUSINESS 
IMPERATIVES

DIGITAL 
INTERFACE

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

(data mining, modeling, 
simulation, optimization, 
service delivery models…)

DATA MANAGEMENT 

(data integration infrastructure, storage, 
processing…)

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION 

(IoT platforms, connected devices,  data sources..)

ADVANCED ANALYTICS: advanced analytics makes sense of the 
information to drive action in the physical realm. Data about chemicals 
processes, asset performance, energy use, and supply chain operations—
even if not in a perfect and clean state—can be used to draw meaningful 
insights that can guide informed decision making (marry chemical 
domain knowledge with software capabilities).

DATA MANAGEMENT: the collection, aggregation, storage, and 
processing of data. Chemicals companies are wrestling with the fact that 
their data are stored in different systems (Financial, sales, and marketing 
data are stored in one system; operations, production, and manufacturing 
in a different system; and R&D and engineering in another).

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION: connecting specific hardware 
components, supporting systems, and applications, facilitating the 
integration of different parts of chemical equipment, different equipment 
in a plant, and different chemicals plants across locations to share best 
practices on the use of data management and advanced analytics.
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BIG DATA and THE DATA LIFECYCLE

In the industry, BIG DATA refers to large amounts of multi-sources, heterogeneous data generated throughout the product

lifecycle. Big data can be characterized by the 5 V’s:

Huge 
quantities

Different 
forms from
different
sources

High speed 
generation
and renewal

Bias, incon-
sistency and 
incomplete-
ness

Intelligence 
extraction 
and 
seperation 
from the 
noise

Data is the key enabler for industry 4.0. However, data is not useful until it is converted into concrete information content and 

context that can be leveraged by the actors. To extract information from data, the data needs to go through multiple steps:

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analysis Application

THE COMPLETE DATA LIFECYCLE IN STEPS
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MRO

Production

Design

THE INDUSTRIAL DATA LIFECYCLE

Real time 
data ETL

Historical
data ETL

Web data 
ETL

Data 
analytics

Structured
data

Unstructured
data

Storage

User

Equipment

Product

External 
Network

Internal 
Information 

system

Market forecasting
Demand analysis

Smart design

Decision support
Equipment supervision

Quality control

Operation monitoring
Fault prediction

Smart maintenance

InsightsVisuals

ETL: Extract – Transform – Load MRO: Maintenance – Repair – Operations

Data 
cleaning

Data 
reduction

Data 
integration
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DATA SOURCES
Big data sources generated in the industry can be classified according to the following categories:

Equipment data collected from smart factories by industrial IoT technologies, which includes data 

related to real-time performance, operating conditions, and the maintenance history of production 

equipment.

Management data collected from industrial information systems (e.g., MES, ERP, CRM, SCM, and 

PDM). Information systems possess a variety of data that is related to product planning, order

dispatch, material management, production planning, maintenance, inventory management, sales 

and marketing, distribution, customer service, and financial management.

Product data collected from smart products and product-service systems by IoT technologies, 

including product performance, context of use (e.g., time, location, and weather), environmental

data (e.g., temperature, humidity, and air quality) and user biological data.

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application
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DATA SOURCES
Big data sources generated in the industry can be classified according to the following categories:

User data (B2B & B2C) collected from internet sources such as e-commerce platforms (e.g., 

Amazon, Walmart, and Taobao) and social networking platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 

and YouTube). This type of data encompasses user demographics, user profiles, user preferences

towards products/services, as well as user behavior (e.g., data about online browsing, searching, 

purchasing, and reviewing history). On B2B, information encompasses stock market information, 

R&D programs, M&A deals, new investments, patent publications, etc.

Public data collected from governments through open databases. Such datasets deal with data 

related to intellectual property, law and regulations, civic infrastructure, scientific development, 

environmental protection, and healthcare. For manufacturers, public data can be used to 

guarantee that manufacturing processes and manufactured products strictly comply with

government regulations and industry standards.

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application
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DATA COLLECTION
Depending on the source, data is collected via different ways.

User data (operators and customers) can be collected

through smart terminals (e.g., devices like PCs, phones, 

laptops, and tablets). Through SDKs (software 

development kits) or APIs (application programming

interfaces), for example, basic user data can be

collected, including the number of users, user profiles, 

location, and time.

Sensors make it possible to continuously measure, 

monitor and report the ongoing operational status of 

industrial equipment and products, such as 

temperature, pressure, and vibration.

RFID enables the automatic identification, tracking, 

and management of a large number of work pieces, as 

well as the materials necessary for production.

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

Company management data from information 

systems can be acquired and used at any time through 

database technologies.

Web crawling is a widely used data acquisition 

technique for collecting public data based on certain 

conditions predefined by engineers and AI. Web 

crawling refers to the technology of deploying 

“crawlers” (i.e., computer programs) to browse public 

web pages and collect desirable information. The web 

crawling technology enables manufacturers to acquire 

public data in an automatic and efficient manner.
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DATA STORAGE

The large volume of collected data from

industrial processes must be securely stored

and effectively integrated. Generally speaking, 

the various types of raw industrial data can be

classified into

• structured (e.g. digit, symbols, tables, etc.)

• semi-structured (e.g. trees, graphs, XML 

documents, etc.)

• unstructured (e.g. logs, audios, videos, 

images, etc.)

Traditionally, enterprises focused heavily on 

structured data storage, since it was difficult

to directly manage unstructured data within

enterprise databases. Object-based storage

architecture enables collections of data to be

stored and managed as objects; this provides

a more flexible solution for integrating semi-

structured and unstructured data.

STORING DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

The different data types – originating from disparate assets and dissimilar IT 

elements – need to be harmonized into one seamless platform on which pre-

processing and eventually machine intelligence and automation will be applied.

The storage platform needs to meet different criteria:

• Space: A proper infrastructure needs to be dedicated in hosting the data, 

including future scaling needs.

• Cost: Setting up an infrastructure, and maintaining it comes with the associated 

material and people costs.

• Security: Any aggregation of data into a dedicated place inevitably leads to 

Integrity and secrecy issues. 

• Corruption: Every form of data storage has the potential to be corrupted. 

• Flexibility and scale: The original initial need (space, processing power, analysing 

techniques) might be subject to modifications and expansions due to changes in 

the project scope for example. 

• Accessibility: Easy access is a must.

• Compatibility: Your storage solutions needs to be compatible with the systems 

and applications you intend to use to store the data and pull them for analysis.

CRITERIA TO STORE
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DATA STORAGE

Depending on specific needs, two major types of solutions exist:

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

LOCAL STORAGE          CLOUD STORAGE
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DATA STORAGE SOLUTIONS

LOCAL STORAGE
vs 

CLOUD STORAGE

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

SECURITY - Connected organizations offer a bigger attack 
surface and are thus more vulnerable. If as much data as 
possible is processed onsite, then the risk for interception 
and alteration is lower.

LATENCY - Local computing gives a predictable and low 
latency ideal for time-critical situations, where delays 
could equal missed opportunities, high costs and security 
threats. 

NOT EASILY SCALABLE – Once the challenges defined 
and the corresponding architectures defined, local 
architecture is fixed and will need some adaption to tackle 
different challenges.

COST REDUCTION – IT management costs (power, 
devices, connectivity, air conditioning, staff) are simplified 
and reduced. Total cost of ownership (TCO) is intrinsically 
optimized: users have full control on the selection, 
configuration and use of platforms and applications.

FLEXIBILITY – The cloud makes it possible to scale 
computer power, as well as network and storage capacity.

AFFORDABILITY – Cloud technologies being based on 
pay-per-use and as-a-service, small and medium-sized 
companies can have access to technical innovation for 
bearable costs.

INCREASED OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY – Reduced 
deployment time, significant reduction of operational 
activities and infrastructure maintenance.

SECURITY – The more interface the organization has, the 
more vulnerable it is. 

LATENCY & DOWNTIME – A decentralized solution 
requires more time to access than a local one. Some 
industrial process mimght be critical and susceptible to 
failure if undergoing latencies. Downtime might jeopardize 
the industrial acitivity.
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DATA PRE-PROCESSING Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

As we have seen, data needs to be physically collected into a hardware platform, be it a local or 
a remote one. Besides these hardware considerations, pre-processing activities need to be 

implemented before the data can reveal its full potential through analytics techniques:

DATA CLEANING & 
REDUCTION

DATA INTEGRATION
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DATA PRE-PROCESSING

The data generated through the industrial processes is in general heterogeneous. A translation / conversion 

operation transforming the data into a suitable form needs to take place. Additionally, all the data needs to be 

accessible through a single point to eventually apply analytics and optimization techniques on it. 

These two operations are handled by deploying a big data platform – or infrastructure – that collects, merges and 

loads all the data into a single system. Depending on the processes, the infrastructure needs to enable continuous 

storage of data as well as nearly real-time accessibility for critical processes. For inter-process communication, the 

data must be in the same format which requires transformation and data cleaning in different situations. 

Data integration projects can take up to 60% of the global project budget and time. But the integration of disparate 

data sets is the key challenge for industry 4.0. The keys to success reside in allowing flexibility and experimentation, 

and this can be done by moving from data warehouse to data lake infrastructures.

DATA LAKES

• Centralized solution that stores data
in an unstructured way.

• In this configuration, raw data is stored and linked
to pointers to make them easily accessible.

• The data lake can be implemented either
on the edge or in the cloud.

Data: All data, even if never used, is retained – structured, 
unstructured, semi-structured, raw.

Agility: Easy to change models and queries.

Users: Available for all but most likely used by data 
scientists.

Security: The centralized nature of data lake make it more 
vulnerable.

DATA INTEGRATION

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application
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DATA PRE-PROCESSING

DATA REDUCTION

Data reduction is the process of transforming the massive volume of data into ordered, meaningful and simplified 

forms by means of features or case selection.

DATA CLEANING & REDUCTION

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

DATA CLEANING

In order to enable easier analysis and visualization, data must be carefully cleaned to remove redundant, misleading, 

duplicate and inconsistent information. Specifically, data cleaning involves the following activities: missing value, 

format, duplicate and garbage data cleaning. Depending on your formatting or metadata requirements and how big 

the data file is, it can take days to clean a file.
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DATA ANALYTICS

Data analytics refers to a series of operations conducted to discover

knowledge from a large volume of data. Data must be converted to 

information and knowledge for managers to make informed and 

rational decisions.

After data reduction had been completed, the cleaned and simplified

data is exploited through data analysis and mining to generate new 

information. The effectiveness of data analysis can be significantly

enhanced through a variety of techniques, including machine learning, 

large-scale computing, and the use of forecasting models. Some

advanced data mining methods include clustering, classification, 

association rules, regression, prediction, and deviation analysis.

Depending on the level of complexity engaged, data analytics can be

subdivided into four stages:

• Descriptive analytics

• Predictive analytics

• Prescriptive analytics

• Optimisation

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application
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DATA ANALYTICS

Descriptive analytics

Describe, diagnose and discover trends and patterns in 

process.

Major applications:

• Real-time visualization of data. 

• Advanced visualization of data (e.g. creation of 

benchmark tables offering flexibility in terms of 

variables, generation of ad hoc reports, etc.) 

• Descriptive statistics of processes and detection 

through PCA (e.g. detection of production 

anomalies). 

Predictive analytics

Use of statistical analyses, data mining, predictive 

models, and machine learning. 

Major applications:

• Prediction of anomalies and alerts (maintenance 

needs and lifetime expectations) 

• Demand estimation. 

• Forecasting of process outcomes based on the 

values of variables (e.g. model for detecting product 

quality issues).

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application
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DATA ANALYTICS

Prescriptive analytics

Defines the actions to take to improve a process. 

Relies on predictive models, scenario simulations, 

localized rules and technical optimization. 

Use of neural networks, heuristic learning, machine 

learning. 

Major applications:

• Generation of scenarios to recommend actions. 

• Identification of the best results in an autonomous 

way. 

• Proactive updating of recommendations for action 

due to changing events.

Optimisation

Search for configuration under which products, 

machines, processes and systems yield more. 

Major applications:

• Process and scenario simulations (cost, resources 

and time optimizations) 

• Analysis of the evolution and search for maximum 

and minimum key values.

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application
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DATA APPLICATIONS

During the design phase, through data analytics, new insights are revealed about 

customers, competitors and markets. Based on the understanding developed

through data analytics, designers can accurately and rapidly translate customer

voices to product features and quality requirements. As a result, manufacturers

will become “closer” to customers, and more agile in terms of coping with a 

dynamic, changing market.

DESIGN

Sources Collection Storage Pre-processing Analytics Application

In this section, we explore some of the most promising applications that can be implemented during the production process. 

With respect to product utilization and Maintenance, repair and operations 

(MRO), potential product malfunctions can be identified at an early stage, which 

makes precautionary actions possible, such as preventative maintenance, fault 

prediction, and automatic upgrades. For instance, through the development of 

prediction models, analysis of historical data can be used to predict the fault 

occurrence.

MAINTENANCE – REPAIR – OPERATIONS

During production, the industrial process and 

equipment are monitored and tracked in real time. 

In this way, the managers can keep abreast of 

changes. Data analytics can lead to informed 

decisions concerning whether, when, and how to 

adjust manufacturing processes and equipment. 

Additionally, data can facilitate the control and 

improvement of product quality. Data analytics can 

provide early warnings of quality defects and rapid 

diagnosis of root causes, both of which can be 

rapidly determined. Accordingly, production 

systems can be adjusted in a timely manner to 

control product quality.

PRODUCTION
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CHEMICAL 4.0 
ROADMAP 

CHAPTER 2: 
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ROADMAP TO CHEMICAL 4.0

The progression to smart manufacturing can be decomposed into three distinct phases, with 
each phase deriving benefits that are exponentially greater than the last. These sequential 
phases provide a high-level view of the journey to smart manufacturing adoption.

Phase 2
simulation, modelling

and analytics

Phase 1
data integration and 

contextualisation

Phase 3
process and

product innovation
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ROADMAP TO CHEMICAL 4.0

Phase 1: data integration and contextualisation. Initially,

facilities evaluate what data is available in different

areas of the factory (e.g. sensors, controllers,

databases, etc.) to form a global and contextualised

view of data in the facility. Similarly to business

intelligence and data warehouse projects, the process

of integrating data can be a time-consuming and

complex task. However, in manufacturing environments

this complexity can be exacerbated due to the wide-

range of industrial devices and protocols that can exist.

The benefits of data integration and contextualisation

alone may have a positive impact on operating costs,

health and safety, and environmental factors.

Phase 2: simulation, modelling and analytics. Once data

has been integrated and contextualised it can be

processed and synthesised to create manufacturing

intelligence that can inform decision-making. While data

integration and contextualisation increases data

visibility throughout the factory, data processing can be

used to formulate actions that positively affect

operations, which eclipse the benefits of fundamental

data management alone. The potential benefits derived

from advanced data processing include flexible

manufacturing, optimal production rates and enhanced

product customisation.

Phase 3: process and product innovation. As

manufacturing intelligence is accumulated from data

processing, new insights will begin to emerge from

repositories of collective intelligence. In turn, these

insights can inspire major innovations in processes and

production. The benefits derived from such insights will

be capable of causing significant market disruption that

result in game-changing economics (e.g. 90 % reduction

in retail price of laptop).
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ROADMAP TO CHEMICAL 4.0

To surpass the benefits of current manufacturing

intelligence systems, facilities must navigate each

phase in the smart manufacturing roadmap. However,

the early stages of adoption can be particularly

challenging due to the complexity of industrial data

integration, which may result in the effort-to-benefit

ratio being perceived as low. Generally, the potential

benefits from each phase (1–3) move from low to high.

This is in contrast with the effort required at each phase,

with significant effort required to integrate data, and

less effort needed during process innovation. Therefore,

in the first phase facilities should expect significant

effort and cost, with modest gains in operational

intelligence. However, the effort in each subsequent

phase is reduced given that residual technologies,

knowledge and skills are carried forward from the

previous phase.
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CALL TO ACTION

Production plants have long collected and stored data from alerts, fault codes, product counts, and time series parameters in their 

historian. Most are in the so-called industry 3.0 phase. While these data might be enough for calculating KPIs, they are not sufficient to 

implement the core of industry 4.0, i.e. monitoring all along the production process and optimizing yield, performance and equipment 

availability. 

Take three actions NOW:

1. Identify one challenge (optimizing a yield, improving maintenance, …)

2. Get in touch with Big Data companies. They will brainstorm ideas with you for free. 

3. Get inspired by case studies of other companies.

Assuming you are in an industry 3.0 state today, the first steps when running a pre-industrialization test phase with a third party are the 

following:

SPECIFICATION

DATA AUDIT

MODEL BUILDING

MVP IMPLEMENTATION

TEST

• Data mapping
• Identification missing data and sensors
• Priorisation

• Output analysis
• Interface design

• View on potential ROI

6-8 WEEKS

GO / NOGO
for industrialisation
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CHEMICAL 4.0 
technological implications – key messages

CHAPTER 3: 
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CONFIDENTIAL

THE TIME IS NOW
“It is time to set a strategy, create pilot projects, define their 
capabilities and become well-versed in data analytics as 
they move towards becoming a full-fledged digital chemical 
enterprise.“

https://chemical-materials.elsevier.com/chemical-manufacturing-excellence/chemical-companies-adapt-industry-4-0/
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BIG DATA LEADS TO BIG OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHEMICAL COMPANIES.

…INDUSTRY 4.0
Industry 4.0 offers a more comprehensive, interlinked, and holistic approach to manufacturing. It connects physical with digital,

and allows for better collaboration and access across departments, partners, vendors, products, and people. Industry 4.0

empowers business owners to better control and understand every aspect of their operation, and allows them to leverage

instant data to boost productivity, improve processes, and drive growth.

…BIG DATA IS THE KEY ENABLER…
Big data refers to large amounts of multi-sources, heterogeneous data generated throughout the product lifecycle. Data is not

useful until it is converted into concrete information content and context that can be leveraged by the actors. To extract

information from data, the data needs to go through multiple steps : sources, collection, storage, pre-processing, analysis,

applications.

…THINK BIG DATA, START WITH FIRST STEPS & MANAGE YOUR DATA MANAGEMENT RISKS UPFRONT
Identify one challenge. Get in touch with Big Data companies. Brainstorm with them. Get inspired by case studies.

CONCLUSION
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BIG DATA RELATED 

PATENT LANDSCAPE

ANNEX 
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CONFIDENTIAL

The “big data” related patents are 
seldom application/industry specific. 
There is no significant patenting activity 
in industry 4.0 for the chemical industry 
specifics. 
For the fields of machine learning and data management 
processes, only 87 and 73 patents, respectively, have been filed 
during the last five years within the chemical industry.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM PATENT SEARCHES

• Big Data related patents cannot be spotted in relation to the chemical 

industry. Big Data activity is taking place at a cross-industry level.

• Software patenting is by tradition very limited. By looking at patents related 

to machine learning and data management systems in the chemical 

industry for the last five years, we found 87 and 73 patents respectively.

• The key technological development values are related to threshold, 

accuracy, efficiency, robustness, overfitting, noise. These concepts sit 

around quantifying, measuring, delivering, processing and demonstrate the 

willingness of the players to continuously improve and automate their 

processes.

• The leading category into which machine learning and data management 

are used for innovation within the chemical sector is the medical field, where 

it is used for gene editing, antimicrobial agent preparation, data processing 

of samples or automatic diagnostic process.

• Patenting activity related to industry 4.0 is mainly led by engineering 

companies, acting most likely as suppliers for other industries.

• On a global level, US is the main player 1/3 of the activity. The leading 

European player is Germany with 1/8 of the global activity.

2614 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

Total factory control & 
predictive maintenance
[Cross-industry level]

POOL 1

We have analyzed 3 different patent pools 
(see the results in the following pages)

87 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 2
73 patents

Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 3

Machine learning
Chemical industry 

Programming tools 
or database systems

Chemical industry
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CONFIDENTIAL

PATENT ANALYSIS – POOL 1
Total factory control & predictive maintenance
[Cross-industry level]
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PATENT SEARCH STRATEGY

SEARCH PARAMETERS
The following criteria were applied:

CPC codes:  

- G05B19/418: Total factory control, i.e. centrally controlling a 

plurality of machines

- G05B23/0283: predictive maintenance

Keywords

- Data, database, network, cloud, digital, cyber

- Management, infrastructure, collection, governance, framework, 

storing, processing, manipulation

PATENT POOL DESCRIPTION
In total: 2614 patents

Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

Scope: only granted patents, entire family included

Region: Global

2614 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

Total factory control & 
predictive maintenance
[Cross-industry level]

POOL 1

87 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 2
73 patents

Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 3

Machine learning
Chemical industry 

Programming tools 
or database systems
Chemical industry
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ACTIVITY: TIME AND TERRITORY
COUNTRIES

Location of applicants 

TOP 5 – Global 
1. USA – 943
2. Japan – 637
3. Germany – 340
4. Switzerland – 153
5. China - 110

ACTIVITY
Time 

DOMAIN: Total factory control + predictive maintenance, i.e. 

industry 4.0

• The leading region for reaching new technologies and 

market implementation is the US, representing 1/3 of the 

total pool

• The patent activity in this domain has significantly 

increased since 2013 (+ 125%) and is now reaching 618 

applications a year

618

501
434440

274
TOP 5
1. USA – 906
2. WIPO – 474
3. China – 465
4. EPO – 242
5. Japan - 189

GEO (prefix)
Patent filling application

(valorisation intention) 

347

TOP 5 – EUROPE 
1. Germany – 340
2. Switzerland – 153
3. France – 56 
4. Sweden – 53
5. Italy – 46  
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KEY VALUES : DRIVING AND MODIFYING VALUES

VALUE EQUATION ANALYSIS

MODIFIER ANALYSIS

Key technology development values
• Increase of the accuracy, the efficiency and the 

robustness
• Decrease noise, thresholds

These concepts sit around quantifying, measuring, 
delivering, processing and demonstrate the effort in 
improving performances and automating processes.
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ACTIVITY PLAYERS

ACADEMY

APPLICANTCOMPANY

Patenting activity related to industry 4.0 is mainly led by 
the engineering companies (automation, robotics, IT, …)

These are the key partners for chemical companies to 
introduce Big Data in their factories.

Almost no patenting activity is seen among the chemical 
companies.
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CONFIDENTIAL

PATENT ANALYSIS: POOL 2
Machine learning
[Chemical industry level]
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PATENT SEARCH STRATEGY

SEARCH PARAMETERS
The following criteria were applied

1. CPC code
Main CPC code: 
- G05BG06F19/24: machine learning
- C01: inorganic chemistry
- C02: treatment of water, waste water
- C03: glass, mineral, or slag wool
- C04: cements, concrete, artificial stone, 

ceramics, refractories
- C05: fertilisers
- C06: explosives, matches
- C07: organic chemistry
- C08: organic macromolecular compound
- C09: days, paints, polishes
- C10: petroleum, gas or coke industries
- C11: animal and vegetable oils
- C12: biochemistry
- C13: sugar industry
- C14: skins, hide pelts, leather

2. Keywords
- Data, database, network, cloud, digital, cyber
- Management, infrastructure, collection, 

governance, framework, storing, processing, 
manipulation

PATENT POOL DESCRIPTION
In total : 87patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 
Scope: only granted patents, entire family 
included
Region: Global

2614 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

Total factory control & 
predictive maintenance
[Cross-industry level]

POOL 1

87 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 2
73 patents

Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 3

Machine learning
Chemical industry 

Programming tools 
or database systems
Chemical industry
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ACTIVITY: TIME AND TERRITORY
COUNTRIES

Location of applicants 

TOP 5
1. USA – 42
2. Netherlands– 20
3. France – 5
4. UK – 4
5. Japan – 4 

ACTIVITY
Time 

DOMAIN: machine learning for the chemical

• The leading region for reaching new technologies 
and market implementation is the US

• While knowledge is produced within the western 
countries, application is attached to US and China 
where manufacturing takes place

• The patent activity in this domain is increasing 
since 2013 but remains very limited, reaching 24 
applications a year

2424

12

15

12

TOP 5
1. USA – 31
2. WIPO – 16
3. China– 7
4. Canada – 7
5. Australia- 6

GEO (Prefix)
Patent filling application
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KEY VALUES : DRIVING AND MODIFYING VALUES
VALUE EQUATION ANALYSIS

MODIFIER ANALYSIS

Key technology development values
• Increase of the accuracy, the efficiency and the 

robustness
• Decrease noise, thresholds (actions, overfitting)

These concepts sit around quantifying, measuring, 
delivering, processing and demonstrate the efforts in 
improving performances and automating processes.
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ACTIVITY PLAYERS

ACADEMY

APPLICANTCOMPANY

The top players in patenting are
• Koninkl. Philips Electronics NV (21 patents – 2013-

18) related to gene expression modelling 
• Biomerieux SA (5 patents – 2013-18)
• Ubiome (9 patents – 2013-18)

Patenting academics are mostly located in the US

In general, software is  not a topic for patenting. 

Most of the activity appears here within biology and 
medical, fields traditionally highly active in patenting. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF PATENT’ DISCIPLINE

Most of the machine learning 
techniques are applied to physical 
challenges appearing within a 
chemistry context 
• Mechanical
• Thermal
• Electrical
• Pressure
• Acoustic
• Optical

Machine learning technologies are also 
patented regarding biological and 
chemical processes per se.
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MARKET LEADER ACTIVITY (POOL SPECIFIC)

The patent leader, Koninkl. Philips Electronics NV, builds a patent portfolio targeted to medical applications. Taking a 
closer look at their patent portfolio shows applications to different fields as well as in different countries. A few 
touchpoints with chemical companies are presents. Machine learning patent activity combines very different fields of 
expertise, bringing new types of industry partners together. 

Chemical companies
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CONFIDENTIAL

PATENT ANALYSIS: POOL 3
Programming tools or database systems
For chemical industry
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PATENT SEARCH STRATEGY

SEARCH PARAMETERS
The following criteria were applied

1. CPC code
Main CPC code: 
- G06F19/28: programming tools or database 

systems 
- C01: inorganic chemistry
- C02: treatment of water, waste water
- C03: glass, mineral, or slag wool
- C04: cements, concrete, artificial stone, ceramics, 

refractories
- C05: fertilisers
- C06: explosives, matches
- C07: organic chemistry
- C08: organic macromolecular compound
- C09: days, paints, polishes
- C10: petroleum, gas or coke industries
- C11: animal and vegetable oils
- C12: biochemistry
- C13: sugar industry
- C14: skins, hide pelts, leather

2. Keywords
- Data, database, network, cloud, digital, cyber
- Management, infrastructure, collection, governance, 

framework, storing, processing, manipulation

PATENT POOL DESCRIPTION
In total : 73 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 
Scope: only granted patents, entire family 
included
Region: Global

2614 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

Total factory control & 
predictive maintenance
[Cross-industry level]

POOL 1

87 patents
Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 2
73 patents

Timeframe: 2013 – 2018 

POOL 3

Machine learning
Chemical industry 

Programming tools 
or database systems
Chemical industry
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ACTIVITY: TIME AND TERRITORY
COUNTRIES

Location of applicants 

TOP 5
1. USA – 43
2. Netherlands – 5 
3. Japan – 5
4. France – 3
5. Switzerland – 2 

ACTIVITY
Time 

DOMAIN: programming tools or database systems

• The leading region for reaching new technologies 
and market implementation is the US

• Except from UK, Europe does not implement patent 
into its market

• The patent activity in this domain is very limited 
since 2013 and is now reaching 13 applications a 
year

13

18

1312

7
TOP 5
1. USA – 30
2. WIPO – 13
3. China– 7
4. Australia – 3
5. EPO - 3

GEO (Prefix)
Patent filling application

(valorisation intention)
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KEY VALUES : DRIVING AND MODIFYING VALUES
VALUE EQUATION ANALYSIS

MODIFIER ANALYSIS

Key technology development values
• Decreasing costs, errors, processing time, storage 

space, bandwidth
• Increasing reliability, accuracy, robustness

These concepts sit around quantifying, measuring, 
delivering, processing and demonstrate the efforts in 
improving performances and automating processes.
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ACTIVITY PLAYERS

ACADEMICCOMPANY

Patents are generated almost entirely by companies.

Almost no academics are patenting.

Except from a few players (Philips NV, Microsoft), all 
the patenting activity is generated by bio and medical 
companies.

The top players in patenting are
• Ubiome (10 patents – 2013-18)
• Good starts genetics (9 patents – 2013-18)
• Iphenotype LLC (4 patents – 2013-18)
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DISTRIBUTION OF PATENT’ DISCIPLINE

Most of the machine learning 
techniques are applied to physical 
challenges appearing within a 
chemistry context 
• Mechanical
• Thermal
• Electrical
• Pressure
• Acoustic
• Optical

Machine learning technologies are 
also patented regarding biological 
and chemical processes per se.
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T +32 3 250 19 00
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www.verhaert.com

Nivelles
Belgium

Noordwijk
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2201 BB Noordwijk
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connect.verhaert.com

INDUSTRY

TECHXFER

MEDICAL

AEROSPACE

TECHXFER

FMCGCONNECT

TECHXFER

FMCGCONNECT

MEDICAL

Aveiro
Portugal
Av. Dr. Lourenço
Peixinho 96D 4o
3800-159 Aveiro
T +351 234 604 088
E info@load-interactive.com

www.load-interactive.com

CONNECT

Gentbrugge
Belgium
Bruiloftstraat 55-57
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T +32 9 330 27 90
E info@moebiusdesign.be

www.moebiusdesign.com

ON SITE CONSULTANCY

Verhaert is a leading integrated product innovation center, 
helping companies to innovate. We design products, 
systems and strategies for organizations looking for new 
ways to provide added value for their customers.


